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SURE-FIRE

To keep your rental
property always full

The marketing scene is changing; posting an ‘apartment for
rent’ ad in the newspaper classifieds simply will not cut it in
today’s high-tech, internet-savvy world. Shamon Kureshi
reveals cutting-edge marketing lessons from the front line
that will help you attract the most responsible, qualified,
and reputable tenants to your rental property, and fast!

I

n its most basic form, marketing is any
method a vendor engages in to persuade
a customer to buy a product or service.
This can include radio advertising for
a massive sale, sending direct mail to past
customers telling of a new offer, or creating a
website to provide details of a new service or
product offered for sale. Marketing can also
include the generation of personal referrals,
in-person selling, and discussing a product or
service transaction with a potential customer.
Most of us do not picture landlords
working in designer offices in the most
trendy part of town or attending celebritystudded parties, in the way we might think
of marketing executives, but landlords
do market themselves and their business
every time a vacancy comes up. In order to
effectively maximize cash flow at a rental
property and increase return on investment,
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a well-thought-out, effective, and efficient
marketing plan is an absolute must.
Landlords who spend considerable time,
effort, and money on renovating a rental
property from the ground up, or carefully and
meticulously clean a unit to create a tidy and
inviting first impression, but who do not put
enough effort into marketing the property
to the right tenants, sell themselves short on
potential profits.
We discuss here some effective, modern,
and usually free methods of marketing your
property effectively in order to maximize
occupancy rates, tenant satisfaction, and
profitability.

The paradox of rental marketing
Conventional marketing requires a marketer
to be mindful of every step in the process
of selling. This can start with creating an

advertisement, and end with closing the sale
through a personal, physical interaction. This
process can include graphic design, audio
marketing, print marketing, personal selling,
closing the deal, managing objections, etc.
A used car dealership or furniture shop
has the task of attracting the attention of
the prospective customer, providing some
compelling reason for them to attend the
marketplace, and then converting the
prospective buyer into an actual buyer who
leaves the interaction in the possession of
something that they did not own previously.
Conversely, rental marketing is a much
simpler task because the process ends upon
the prospect arriving to view the property.
A landlord does not need to sell a suitable
property to a prospective renter, if the
landlord’s property is well taken care of and
its price is consistent with market conditions.
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The prospective tenant will then assume
the role of marketer and try to convince the
landlord of the merits of their application. As
a landlord, the work of marketing becomes
significantly easier once the tenant arrives
to view a property, because at that time the
tenant starts to sell themselves and their
strengths to the landlord and the landlord
acts like a customer who chooses whether or
not to select the tenant.
From a marketing perspective, this is
great news because the work of the landlord
becomes easier and is cut in half. The
landlord’s primary objective is to attract the
attention of the renter, not to persuade them
to buy. Contrast this with any retail business
where attracting attention is only half of the
battle, and landlords everywhere will breathe
a sigh of relief.

How is the industry changing?
Landlords who have spent a significant
amount of money advertising their properties
in outdated media such as newspapers or
community newsletters realize that times
have evolved and these methods are no longer

The reality is:
rental marketing
requires a
significant web
presence
effective. Ten years ago, a three-line printed
classified advertisement for an accurately
priced one-bedroom apartment would
generate dozens upon dozens of useful and
credible inquiries form perspective renters.
Today, landlords are likely to receive a
questionable response to such ads at best, and
no response whatsoever to the ads at worst.
The reality of our modern world is that
rental marketing efforts require a significant
web presence, period. While numerous other
methods are still available for marketing your

rental property offline, landlords who choose
to ignore web-based marketing for their
vacant units are bypassing the single largest
source of credible rental enquiries available
anywhere. Web marketing is inexpensive,
when examining the ratio of cost to size of
target audience. Landlords can reach a wide
audience of prospective tenants for a fraction
of traditional advertising costs. The nature
of the web-based advertising medium allows
renters to research and preview the product
conveniently from anywhere. Therefore,
landlords have the advantage of appealing to
consumers in a medium that can bring results
quickly and with a more targeted response.
Another significant development in rental
marketing in recent years is the concept of
negative marketing. Negative marketing
refers to an increasingly common occurrence
in which a tenant or other group with a
complaint, whether legitimate or not, seeks
to discredit the landlord through whatever
means available. The World Wide Web’s
ability to transfer ideas across the globe in
a matter of seconds means that negative
marketing can be extremely detrimental
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LISTING#1

LISTING#2

and can have a huge impact on a business
or landlord in a matter of seconds. A few
quick tweets from a disgruntled renter, and
a landlord can have difficulty finding tenants
for months afterwards. Websites like Yelp,
and search engines with customer reviews
like Google Local, are set up legitimately for
members of the public to provide a common
sense, fair review of a business or service
based on their experiences. Unfortunately,
abuse of such services takes place and can be
extremely detrimental to landlords.

Top tips for rental marketing

1

POST ONLINE LISTINGS

APPENDIX #1
COMPARISON OF LISTINGS
Below are two separate listings for the same property. Notice the difference in
photo quality and descriptions. Listing #2 is likely to receive significantly more
interest and response because the description is clear and concise, with great
imagery and solid explanations of the benefits renters will receive from living
in the home. Notice the strong, time-sensitive call to action as well.
Next, notice the difference between the two pictures. Which did you prefer?
Picture #1 is grainy and lacks enough light to properly show the design and
layout of the front of the house. Picture #2 was taken with a high-resolution
digital camera a few years later, on a bright day, and was then auto-corrected
using one of numerous free apps available online.

DESCRIPTION #1
2,200-square-foot house
3 bathrooms, 3 bedrooms + ensuite
Large backyard

DESCRIPTION #2
This is a bright and spacious two-storey, three-bedroom home located in the
prestigious neighbourhood of Pleasant Hill. Imagine making family memories
in this open-concept home with great light throughout and a huge sunny
backyard. Let the morning sunlight surround you as you enjoy your breakfast
in this sprawling south-facing breakfast sanctuary; relax after a long day at
the mall in your private master spa; or work up an appetite before dinner
with a soccer game with the kids in your huge backyard. The huge gourmet
kitchen has a great layout for getting together with friends and family, and six
appliances that will bring out the masterchef in anybody. This home will not
last long, so call for your private viewing today!
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While this may seem elementary,
many landlords still do not use
website marketing as a primary means of
attracting tenants to a property. Web listings
are inexpensive (or free), environmentally
friendly because they do not require printing
or paper, provide ample or unlimited space to
fully describe the property in question, often
allow for numerous pictures, and can usually
be picked up by major search engines.
Free listing sites (such as Kijiji or Craigslist)
benefit from a huge inventory of rental listings,
which creates increased website traffic and
significantly more web hits than other forms of
listing sites. The greatest number of enquiries
will come from such sites.
Targeted rental listing websites (such as
RentFaster.ca, Viewit.ca, or RentSpot.com)
are purpose built to provide marketing support
to landlords, and they tend to be more userfriendly than some generic websites. Purposebuilt websites will get less traffic than free
sites, but landlords will find the response to be
much more serious from renters who are intent
on finding property quickly.
Landlords will receive the best response
from online listing sites by ensuring that
numerous pictures are added to the listing, a
clear and concise description of the property
is provided, all information is truthful and
no exaggerations are evident, and a clear call
to action instructs the prospective tenant on
exactly what to do if they are interested.

2

PICTURES

The old adage that a picture can
speak a thousand words holds
true – even more so in rental marketing.
Poor-quality pictures taken in the spirit of
the moment or scanned from an old pile of
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HOW MELANIE HIGGINS
LEARNED RENTAL MARKETING
THE HARD WAY (AND HOW
TO LEARN FROM MELANIE’S
MISTAKES)
Melanie was an only child born and raised in Calgary, Alberta, where
her parents were mom-and-pop real estate investors. Melanie grew
up helping her parents collect rent, clean suites, and mow the lawn
outside the family investment property – a large walk-up building
containing 24 two-bedroom suites.
Melanie left for university after finishing grade school, and
returned to work as an oil and gas engineer in Calgary’s booming oil
patch. Today, Melanie is married, with three high-school-age kids to
keep life interesting.
In late 2009, her father and remaining parent was hospitalized and
required constant medical attention from hospital support staff. This
led to her natural succession as manager of the apartment building,
and with some good experience and memories from childhood
Melanie was excited to finally take over. She wasted no time or
expense in renovating the suites, modernizing the common areas,
and arranging for a massive exterior makeover of the dated brick
building. The results were stunning!
A problem, however, reared its ugly head when 11 of the suites
continued to sit empty six weeks after project completion. Phone

photographs will leave prospective renters
with a sour taste in their mouths. Take
dozens of pictures with a high-quality camera
using a variety of settings and angles.
Make sure there is a lot of light, and if
possible take your pictures on a day when
the sun is shining brightly. Once the pictures
have been taken, narrow down the selection
to the top 10 or 15 pictures, and be sure not
to have more than one picture of the same
area of the property.
Excellent web apps are available to help
edit, crop, and balance the pictures, which
will greatly add to the overall appeal of
the pictures and generate more enquiries
from perspective tenants. Look for apps
like Aperture or Instagram to help edit and
improve your property photos.

3

DESCRIPTIONS

A good description of a rental
property can make the difference
between a tenant choosing to enquire or
choosing to move on to the next property that
has a clear and concise description of its main
attributes and benefits.

calls from prospective renters trickled in at best, and her only
marketing method – a dated and rusty rental sign outside the
building – was hardly enough to generate the desired response
from renters. Melanie would stare blankly into the distance and say,
“That’s the way we’ve always done it”, when questioned about her
marketing method.
As weeks turned into months, and minor annoyance turned
into looming catastrophe, Melanie began to research methods of
rental marketing. After some good reading and a lot of questions
to marketing agencies, Melanie used the following methods in her
marketing plan:
✱ creation of a well-designed website dedicated to
finding tenants for the building
✱ hiring of an excellent professional photographer
to capture each suite’s features
✱ thorough and careful drafting of great descriptions of
each suite, being sure to highlight the benefits of the
trendy area and great building
✱ hiring a professional designer to redesign the exterior
“For Rent” sign and posting it outside the property
The results were phenomenal! Within three weeks the incoming
phone calls and emails picked up steam at a dramatic pace. Before
long all 24 of the suites were fully rented at market rates of about
$1,500 per month, and a waiting list 15 persons long was created.
All the newfound interest in the building has got Melanie thinking
that a rental rate increase is on the way next year!

As a general rule, renters respond better
to a thorough description of the benefits
of a property than to a matter-of-fact
description of its features. A well-crafted
description will mention that renters can
“bathe in morning sunlight while having
an inspiring and enlightening cup of
herbal tea in their new urban oasis”, while
a more basic description of the features
of the home might say, “Large window in
kitchen” – although both descriptions are
truthful explanations of the same home.
Additionally, a clear and strong call to
action is a must-have element of a wellwritten description. Be sure to let tenants
know exactly what you want them to do.

4

VIDEOS

The runaway success of video-		
sharing websites like YouTube and
Vimeo has made online video sharing a
significant and powerful new marketing
method for landlords. In addition to being a
great way to show a property to prospective
renters without actually visiting it, most videos
are easily searchable and will show up on search

results when a prospective renter searches the
web, adding a new element of traffic.

5

FACEBOOK

We already know that Facebook
has one billion users and that social
media is hot, so numerous prospective
renters will be found there. Facebook
accounts are free, and posting details and
or pictures of a vacant rental property
provides enormous potential.
With suitable promotion, compelling
descriptions and clear pictures, a listing
can go viral to reach thousands of people.
Asking Facebook friends to assist in
marketing efforts by sharing a landlord’s
listing with people they may know to be
looking for a rental property is a highly
effective way to generate interest in it.
SHAMON KURESHI is the president and
managing broker at Hope Street Real Estate
Corporation, an agency that provides rental
homes to thousands of individuals and families
throughout the greater Calgary area. He was
awarded “Property Manager of the Year – 2011” by
the Calgary Residential Rental Association.
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